
THE GENESIS OF NON-KARSTIC NATURAL CAVITIES AS ELUCIDATED
RY HUNGARIAN EXAMPLES*
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In Hungary, just like elsewhere in the world, the cavities of natural origin and 
of sizes passable by man are for the most part of karstic genesis. The cavities of non- 
karstic rocks are of smaller number and, first of all, of much smaller size (mostly be
tween 1 and 5 metres. The greatest non-karstic cave in Hungary, the Csörgőlyuk near 
Agasvár Peak in the Mátra Mountains is not longer than 139 metres). However, the 
importance of their study is given by their manifold genetical and morphological 
variability. Let us consider, moreover, that for the most part the karstic cavities were 
pre-formed by much the same factors as the non-karstic ones. The traces of these pre
formed features were later partly or entirely effaced by karst processes (intense disso
lution, and subsurface erosion developed later). Consequently, the cavities of non- 
karstic rocks may be parallelized in a number of cases with the embryonal stages of 
karst caves. It would be an attractive idea to look into the problem as to how purely 
tectonical (i. e. non-karstic) cavities are turned into karst caves. However, this would 
lead us astray from the central topic of our paper, and it would overlap the topics of 
other papers in preparation or already published. (E .g ., part of this set of problems is 
treated in detail by G. L á n g ’s paper on the cavities of ,,T ” cross section of the upper 
Triassic limestones in the Gerecse Mountains).

Frequently one and the same process may be active in karsted and non-karstic rocks. 
However, for the reason mentioned above, we cannot deal here with the cavities of 
limestone (and their morphological kinship: soluble dolomites, clay marls, rock salt, 
gypsum, ice and loess.) Therefore, we have to find some practical limit for our topic. 
Therefore we will consider in the following as the criterion of non-karstic cave forma
tion the inability of the enclosing rock to develop karst forms.

I. ENCLOSING ROCKS

The enclosing rocks of the cavities, the genesis of which is to be treated below, 
are as follows:

1. Magmatic rocks: Rhyolite, andesite, basalt, as tell as the pyroclastites of the 
same (tuffs and agglomerates).

* It was published in Hungarian in the Karszt- es Barlangkutatási Tájékoztató, Budapest, i 960, 
jan.-febr. p. 4 - 1 5 -

The manuscript was closed at 13th of June, 1958.
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2. Non-karstic sedimentary rocks: sandstones, conglomerates, hydroquartzite.
3. Poorly karsted rocks. (These will be treated only if containing characteristic 

non-karstic cavities).
In the present paper we will occupy ourselves with the genetical types occurring 

within the Hungarian state boundaries.

II. FACTORS PRE-FORM IN G THE CAVITIES

1. The original petrographical properties o f  the host rock. These properties determine, 
as it were, the properties of the cavities to develop.

a) R o c k  com position . In homogeneous locks the foimation of cavities by destructive processes is 
none too probable, whereas fissure systems of tectonical or other genesis are readily developed. Poly- 
mixt rocks, consisting of constituents of variable size and nature, are л p r io r i  moie apt to undergo a 
differential weathering leading to the formation of cavities. The properties to be listed below also favor 
cave foimation only if they are unevenly distributed.

b) P orosity . Porous or finely fissured rock is more readily infiltrated by water, thereby the rock 
is opened up to frost-and-thaw processes, to the inflation of some constituents or to chemical weathering. 
The weathering of homogeneous rock is more uniform.

c) H ardness. As a matter of course, not only weathering will proceed slower in hard rocks, but 
the erosion of the cavities will also be inhibited (quartzites). On the other hand, most of the cavities will 
he formed along lines of sudden changes in hardness.

d) Chem ical resistivity. This is the factor determining (together with the quantity and quality 
of the residue of dissolution) the possibility of karst cave foimation. Chemical weathering, attacking a 
resistant volcanic rock, frequently in spots, or dissolving the cement of clastic sedimentary rocks, makes 
way for erosion and deflation. It is to be mentioned here that the dissolution of the cement is already a 
transition towards karst development (Tortonian conglomerate of calcareous cement in the Bakony 
Mountains; loess).

Weathering may seriously affect previously developed forms, too, in rocks containing readily weath
ered constituents (feldspars, mica) or soluble ones (carbonate or calcium), rounded forms are to be 
expected. In chemically homogeneous rocks the fissures may retain their sharp angular forms.

e) T herm al expan sion . Rocks of a great heat expansion coefficient (especially those compounded 
of constituents of different colour and heat expansion) are liable to fall apart due to insolation. To this 
type belong the various kinds of conglomerates and agglomerates.

f) P roperties o f  in flation  an d  contraction. In these instances, too, similarly to the case of insolation, 
the rock particles are loosened by volume changes. Furthermore, the forces generating the caves may 
also attack the rock along the contraction fissures.

2. The de positional and tectonical features o f  the host rock. The most important deposi- 
tional feature is stratification. The physical and chemical differences between the 
individual layers offer the possibility of differential waethering and simultaneously 
that of cavity formation by weathering processes.

The dimensions (banking, slaty stratification, foliation), nature and spatial position 
(strike and dip) of stratification are primary determining factors of the size and orien
tation of cavities.

The different mobility of the individual layers and the constitution of the strati- 
graphical sequence also play an important part in the development of tectonical and 
atectonical fissure caves.

3. Surfaces o f  preferred orientation, older than cavity formation. Most of the non-karstic 
caves are formed along tectonically preformed, preexisting surfaces. (Let us add: this 
is true for most of the karst caves, too). Even in the case of the tectonical fissure caves, 
the tearing apart of the rock along a fracture is mostly preceding the opening of the 
fissure, which latter is the cave-forming process in the stricter sense.
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The pre-forming influence may be of two kinds:
-  either, the cavity is formed along the pre-formed surface,
-  or, the surface may put a stop to cavity-forming process acting perpendicularly to 

that surface.
By analyzing the geneses of the individual caves it becomes evident that fre

quently the infuence of both factors is present. Let us recall e.g. the tectonical fissure 
caves extending from one plane of stratification to another, or the cavities formed along 
bedding sutures, stopped on both ends by joints.

Preferred surfaces of this kind are:
a )  the already mentioned limiting surfaces of rock bodies, such as bedding planes, 

the limiting surfaces of lava bodies etc.
b )  cooling joints in magmatic rocks. E.g., the upper level of the Baglyaskő cave 

(near the town Salgótarján) was developed along a cylindrical system of cooling 
joints in the basalt lava.

c )  Dehydration, drying and contraction fissures.
d )  Tectonical elements, joints.
e )  Surfaces of atectonical mass movements.
4. Sometimes cave formation may be preformed by certain processes such as weathering 

processes acting in spots, hydrothermal or post volcanic activity, resulting in weathering 
pulverization, propylitization, silicification etc.

5. The orographical position can be determinative too, as in the case of waterfalls, 
gorges, shore cliffs, steep rocks etc.

III. PROCESSES OF CAVITY FORMATION AND GENETICAL TYPES OF CAVES
CONNECTED THEREWITH

The subdivision to be given below is based on the genetical processes of cave 
formation. For the sake of simplicity, we treat the processes and their results, the cave 
types of different genesis, within one and the same system. The individual cavities will 
be presented only as examples illustrating the processes of cave genesis. In the case of 

• cavities of mixed type, we will only stress the main genetical factor and leave the rest, 
for the most part, out of consideration.

A) Syiiflenetic cavities (primary cavities)

Here, the cavity-forming process is the process of rock formation itself. The inhomo
geneous rock-forming process closes in part of the atomsphere and thereby forms a 
(mostly closed) cavity.

1. Gas bubble in lava rock. The cavity in the basalt neck of upper Pannonian age, 
breaking through upper Oligocène (Chattian) sandstone on Kiskő Hill near Barna 
(Nógrád County), is considered by L. J u g o v i c s  to be the remnant of a gas bubble, 
the host rock to be a gas-rich block lava.

2. Open hot-spring funnels in silicic hot-spring travertine, quartzite or geyserite. The 
hot spring or geyser builds a spring cone around itself. After the cessation of spring 
activity, the channel may become filled up, but in most of the cases it remains open. 
In the Tihany national park area (Tihany Peninsula, Veszprém County) a number of
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hot spring caves of variable size are known. O f these, e.g. the funnel of the widely 
known Aranyház spring is an open one.

A similar closure of cavities by chemical deposition of sediments took place in 
the case of the travertine cavities, artificially disclosed, of the Lillafüred waterfall 
(Bükk Mountains), but we will pass by these cavities as they occur in a rock liable 
to develop karst caves.

3. Gas or hot-water funnel in lava rocks (problematic). The funnel of smoothly round
ed curves and oval cross section of the lower level of the Baglyaskő basalt cavity 
(town of Salgótarján) indicates a post-volcanic gas, vapour or hot-water surge. (Its 
dimensions are 1x2,7 metres. Below a free section of 2 metres it is filled up by detritus.) 
The primary nature of the cavity is notfully established.

4. Cavities in ore veins, left empty by ore deposition. They can be regarded as primary, 
as their present size is determined by the arrangement of the enclosing ore formation. 
On the other hand, the fissure, containing the ore vein itself is secondary (mostly 
tectonical). Cavities of this nature and of passable size are known in the andesites of 
the Nagybörzsöny (Börzsöny Mountains) and Gyöngyösoroszi (Mátra Mountains) ore 
mines.

It) .Muss movements (fissure caves and pseurioeuves)

1. Tectonical fissure formation. The Hungarian Mountains are characterized by a 
compressional fault system of N E -S W  strike and by a dilatational one of perpendi
cular strike. Our tectonically preformed and hydrothermally reworked large limestone 
caves of mile size also show a regular gridlike pattern dominated by these directions. 
Among our non-karstic caves, the ones of tectonical origin are likewise frequent. How
ever, these are due to smaller tectonical features parallel to the greater ones.

a) P rim ary  open tectonical f i n u r e  caves. Being the results of local rather than regional tectonics, 
their orientation is not so strictly regular as that of the morphological iorms depending on more impor
tant tectonical features of regional size. An example is the rhyolite fissure of the Csákkő (Mátra Moun
tains).

b) Subsequently opened tectonical fissu res. Joints of any strike and dip may he opened up, namely: 
- t e c t o n i c a l l y ,  by block rotation, dilatation, pressure release, bending etc. (To this type be

long repeatedly rejuvenated veins as well as some of the open fissures occurring in characteristically 
compressed tectonic elements).

— a t e c t o n i c a l l y ,  by landslides, detachment or sliding of rock masses. On the tallest ridge of 
the Börzsöny Mountains there occurs in andesite agglomerate the small Highwayman’s Hole. T fe  crest 
of NE-SW  strike is, as a matter of fact, the rim of an asymmetrically dipped block. The tectonical plane 
situated near its margin and running parallel to the same is favorable to the detachment of rock masses. 
It was in this way that the Highwayman’s Hole was opened. The largest nonkarstic cave of the country, 
the Csörgőlyuk in the Mátra Mountain, 139 metres long, is of the same type of genesis. According to 
A. SZ ÉK ELY , the cave was pre-formed by a tectonical direction of NE-SW strike. The joints were 
opened by a slow continuous sliding by gravity of the rock masses on a basement of weathered ar.d water- 
saturated plastic rhyolite tuff.

2. Formation o f  atectonical fissures by the partial or non-uniform motion o f  rock 
masses. From ihe rim of the huge basalt mesa resting upon Pannonian sands of the 
Kovácsi Mountains (Southern Bakony Mountains) basalt masses are detached and slide 
downwards in an enormous half-circle and in several stages, due to the destruction 
of the Pannonian base. The fissures occur on the front wall of the uppermost stage 
which is attached at present. Fissures are quite frequent on the margins or in the 
interior of other rock masses undergoing a sliding motion. A cavity of this kind is 
Cobbler’s Hole in the stratovolcanic formations of the Dobogókő (Dunazug Mountains).
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3. The formation o f pseudo-caves. The detritus on the hill flanks, in motion or already 
stabilized, may also enclose cavities. These cavities cannot be regarded as caves in 
the true sense, but they are of a very similar nature. Such pseudocaves may come to 
exist:

•
a) O n the boundary o f  f r e s h  rock  and detritus, mostly by the leaning of fallendown rock masses 

against a steep cliff. (Beside the Kiskő in the Mátra Mountains etc.).
b) B esid e big blocks o f  d etritu s which do not touch the fresh rock or touch it with their bases only- 

Between blocks of rock leaning against each other there occur frequently fissures of sizes capable of 
hiding a man. There occur fissures of this kind on hill flanks with blockfields (periglacial block facies), 
between blocks slumped down in the course of landslides (as on the already mentioned Kovácsi Hill), 
and between residual boulders. The rock window of the Likaskő (Velence Mountains) is situated between 
residual boulders of quartzite.

c) N arrow  gorges  (independently of their tect onical or erosional mode of origin) may be covered 
partly (Vasas gorge, Dunazug Moutains) or entirely by a pseudo-roof consisting of detritus, on the ana- 
1 ogy of the pseudo-floors well known in caves.

C) Forces of erosion (eroded cavities)

1. Cavity formation by abrasion (fossil abrasional cavities). The Vadlánlik cavity 
near Diás (Keszthely Mountains), situated in upper Pannonian dolomite, was held by 
B . B u l l a  to be the result of cliff abrasion by the Pannonian (lower Pliocene) sea. 
The Mesozoic mass of the Keszthely Mountains emerged island-like from the Panno
nian sea, which left its traces in the form of a shelf of abrasion and of a litoral breccia. 
Consequently, the Vadlánlik is an inherited Neogene (young Tertiary) formation. 
O f course, it has been modified since by deflation as well as by exfoliation due to 
insolation and by other kinds of weathering.

2. Erosion (cavities excavated by water),

a) C avities excaveted by la tera l erosion. Undermined steep shores, rock ledges in steep gorges, rock
caves and terraces belong to this group, if being closed to a certain extent. These are no true caves, but 
excavations open on one side, 1 - 2  metres tall, about as wide and occasionally up to 100 metres long. 
In sharp turns or on the convex side of meanders the undercutting may bring about caves which, although 
smaller, are closed to a greater extent. Such a one is the „Warm nest” or „Caroline’s nook”, an alcove in 
the Caroline branch of the Holdvilág gully in the Dunazug Mountains, frequently used by tourists as a 
night camping site. »

b) V ortex  erosion  (cavities beneath waterfalls). It is well known that the vortices formed beneath 
a waterfall do not only cut out the bed (kettle formation) but that they also undercut the wall of the 
waterfall, forming a cavity therein. The collapse of the cavities thus formed behind the waterfall is one 
of the reasons”of the retreat of waterfalls.

In Hungary, the waterfalls are few, none too tall and of small discharge, so that the cavities cut 
out by them reach only occasionally, and then only hardly, the size of alcoves. The most noted such 
feature, characteristically representing the named kind of genesis, is that of Lillafüred (Bükk Mountains), 
which is situated in a rock apt to be karsted (in a soft travertine). The formation and decay of similar 
cavities of very short life span are frequently witnessed in loess, but this is a problem beyond the limits 
of our topic.

c) N on -karstic  underground erosion. One of the reasons why underground watercourses fail to 
develop in non-karstic cavities is their small size. A thin underground rivulet is known from the already 
mentioned Csörgőlyuk near Ágasvár Teak in the Mátra Mountains. However, as it carries no waste har
der than the cavity wall, it has no significant erosive effect.

d) P seu do-karstic  underground erosion. On the eastern flank of Berceli Hill (Cserhát Mountains) 
the Helvetian Schlier is furrowod by gullies whiçh cut themselves rapidly back upslope. At a level of 
about 350 metres above sea, at the head of one of the gullies, a natural shaft of about 3 metres depth 
and 0,5 to 1 metre width is encountered, which is connected with the steep gorge’s head wall by a hori
zontal tunnel of about the same lenght but of smaller width. The genesis the cavity is quite simple:
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The resistant topsoil, interwoven with tree roots, has temporarily inhibited the progress of the 
gully upslope. The torrent Hoods have formed a waterfall at the steep gorge head. The w-aterfall has 
undercut the base of its wall. At the same time, part of the torrent water was able to dive underground 
along a small fissure formed by a slight slumping or mass contraction. Eroding the loose sandy clay, it 
contacted the cavity at the base of the waterfall. This short sink and tunnel were formed perhaps by a 
single rainstorm, but at any rate by very few of them.

Although the cavity thus formed is very similar to the loess wells formed at the heads of gullies 
in loess, there is a significant genetical difference. To wit, an essential element of the formation of loess 
cavities is the dissolution of the limy cement, which is considered by some in Hungary to be a karstic 
process. In the formation was that of erosion, wherefore the cavity is a pseudokarstic one.

3. Deflation (cavities excavated by the wind). Deflation mainly acts as a modi
fying factor. However, it may cut by itself smaller cavities in rocks of uneven hardness 
on exposed rock walls.

I)) Weatheriny

Weathering mostly plays a pre-forming or modifying part only. The cavities formed 
by weathering independently of the excavating exogenic forces are generally quite small.

1. Exfoliation and splitting o f  rock due to insolation, swelling by water intake, freezing , 
biological action or alteration o f  mineral constituents. The cavities in dark andesite agglo
merate in a matrix of lighter colour are due to insolation. E .g., the cavity of the Kiskő 
(Mátra Mountains) is of this kind, with mass removal by deflation. (It is interesting 
to note that this cavity was preformed by a stratovolcanic layer boundary).

2. Chemical weathering and corrosion. It is likewise mainly a modifying factor. 
The uneven weathering of the Miocene conglomerate near Bakonyjákó (Bakony Moun
tains) brought about a hole which represents about the lower limit of what can still 
be regarded as a cavity.

The cavities in the hydroquartzite on the Tihany Peninsula were regarded by 
A. H o f e r  to be the results of dissolution by hot waters. For some of them, this is 
true indeed. On the other hand, the primary cavities were modified, too, by the corro
sion of the walls. Dissolution and precipiation are complementary processes in a 
dynamical equilibrium.

E) Karst collapse structures

In areas of hidden karst caves, the karstic weathering processes transgress into 
the non-karstic cover, too, mainly due to the collapse of the karst cavities. E .g., in 
the area of the volcanic cones of basalt, near Lake Balaton, some specialists presume 
the upward continuation, „copying” of dolines. On the plateau of the Naszály Moun
tain near Vác, the dolines of the Dachstein limestone were copied by the overlying 
Oligocène („Hárshegy” ) sandstone of silicic cement.

It may be assumed of some basalt fissures that they have been brought about by 
the collapse of cavities in the underlying limestone. Unfortunately, decisive investiga
tions are lacking as yet. However, the mechanism of the process is made clear by a 
case provoked by human activity. After the exploitation of the lower Miocene coal beds 
below the basalt cover of the Szilváskő (village of Zagyvaróna, Nógrád County) the 
underground workings were made to collapse. The rigid basalt copied the collapse of 
its bedrock by block faulting. I e considering the small subsequent sliding as well as 
the possibilities of water intake and migration, the type of the fissure cave formed by 
karst collapse emerges before our eyes. This kind of cave is distinguished from the



already mentioned atectonic fissure caves by the connection to the underlying karst 
cave system.

By collapse, dome effect, effects of leaching, karst cavities may extend upwards into 
various kinds of covering rock, in Hungary mainly into semi-karstic marl.

F) Non-tectonic manifestations of emlojienetie forces

(Appendix to the genetical part)

1. The cavity-forming effect to volcanic gas eruptions. In the course of his investi
gations on the diatremes (necks formed by gas explosions, filled with volcanic detritus) 
breaking through the basalt tuffs of the Tihany peninsula of Lake Balaton, A. H o f f e r  
has found some open funnels. He considered them to be unfilled diatremes.

2. In Hungary, earthquakes are rare events. The influence of the earthquake of 
1956 was felt only in the extended tectonical-hydrothermal limestone caves of the 
Buda Mountains. In these, especially where the tunnel systems are intersected by young 
unbalanced tectonical lines, there occurred crumblings and collapses.

IV. CLASSIFICATION BY SHAPE AND M ODE O F O CCURREN CE

Our basic criterion of investigation, the non-karstic nature of the cavity, is a 
genetical concept. Consequently, we deem it unnecessary to give a system based on 
shape and mode of occurrence, which would be a non-genetical one. We restrict 
ourselves to the mentioning of some types of occurrence which may be characterized 
by their shape and proportions.

1. Rock fissures. These are narrower by one order of magnitude than they are tall 
and long. They are of a plane shape, forming an angle with the bedding. Fissure sys
tems consist of anastomosing or mutually perpendicular fissures. (Products of the 
above-mentioned fissure-forming genetical processes).

2. Half-open longitudinal cavities. They are much longer in the horizontal dimen
sion than in the two other ones. (Formed by lateral erosion, deflation, weathering).

3. Horizontal fissure caves. They are low, occurring mainly along bedding planes.
4. Funnels and channels. Cavities of irregular circular cross section, elongated along 

a given direction (generally the vertical). They are closed to a great extent. (Funnels 
exploded, dissolved or excavated by the surge of waters of gases, as well as primary 
cavities).

5. Cavities of irregular or approximately spherical shape. They have no preferred 
diameter. (This shape may be due to the widest variety of processes).

6. Passages, rock gates. Cavities open in two or more directions. (Mostly pseudo
caves).

It is apparent that the most frequent types could be formed in a number of ways. 
These forms could have been formed in the same way of genesis or in a different one 
also in limestone. This is why the sole basis of systematizing must be the genesis of 
the caves.
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V .  F I L L I N G

1. Residual fillings
a) D etritu s. The detritus formed by statical causes (roof collapse) or by physical weathering (freez

ing, insolation) is present in most of the cavities.
b) Residues o f  dissolution  an d  residu al products o f  chem ical weathering. This is a frequent filling sub

stance, eventually mixed with detritus. Unfortunately, the appropriate up-to-date clay mineral studies 
are lacking. This is the most important problem to be attacked. DTA, X-ray, microscopical and chemical 
analyses, the latter down to the trace elements, could answer some important problems of surface weath
ering, because it is in the cavities that the residues of weathering, removed from elsewhere, are preserved.

2. Substances form ed in situ out o f  external solutions.
a) T herm al m in eral form ation s . According to E. G Ö BEL, the mineral association of the Nagy- 

börzsöny lode cave is as follows ; At higher temperatures, ranged according to decreasing temperatures 
of formation: chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, sphalerite, galenite. At lower temperatures, spheroidal 
and reniform calcite; secondary pyrite owing to the decomposition of pyrrhotite.

In the Gyöngyösotoszi lode cave there occur phenocrysts of quartz, galenite and sphalerite.
The calcite incrustation described from the Tihany caves bv A. H O FFER are presumably likewise 

hydrothermal although they have not been investigated as yet.
(The hydrothermal mineral formations of our karst caves are especially beautiful and manifold).
b) M in erals fo r m e d  out o f  cold  waters. Just like in artificial caves, there occur precipitations of 

carbonate of calcium.

3. Substances carried in from the outside.
a) E o lia n  transport. The fine dust carried by the wind occurs in the caves generally added to other 

sorts of substances.
b) T ran sport hy w ater. The caves are generally filled with hardly sorted detritus, ranging from 

colloid particles to sharp boulders, by the rain waters running downslope.
c) B y  gravity. The detritus creeping downslope enters the cavities which stand open upwards. 

Below the vertical funnel of the bubble cave of the Kiskő near Bárna there developed a scree cone in 
the main hall. This scree consists of angular basalt detritus mixed with earth, and it is partly due to trans
port by rainstorm waters.
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ГЕНЕТИЧЕСКИЕ ПРОБЛЕМЫ НЕКАРСТОВЫХ ПРИРОДНЫХ 
ПУСТОТ НА ПРИМЕРАХ И З ВЕНГРИИ

ДЬ. ОЗОРАИ

Некарстовые природные пустоты являются, как правило, небольши
ми и встречаются редко. Однако генетика и морфология их очень разно
образны. Они демонстрируют такие процессы и факторы, обусловливаю
щие и образующие пещеры, которые в большинстве случаев имелись на
лицо и у карстовых пещер, но которые впоследствии были скрыты кар
стовыми процессами.

Статья вкратце занимается определением понятия «некарстовый», 
породами, вмещающими некарстовые полосты, группировкой их по обра
зу появления и форме, а также материалами, заполняющими данные по
лости.

Факторы, обусловливающие образование пещер

/. Петрографические свойства материнской породы (однородность, 
пористость, крепкость, химическая стойкость, термическое расширение, 
набухаемость и усаживание).

2. Залегание, слоистость.
3. Специальные направления и поверхности (напр. границы пород, 

плоскости отдельности и пр.).



4. Процессы, предшествовавшие образованию полостей (наир, дея
тельность термальных источников).

5. Орографическое положение.

Процессы, приводящие к образованию полостей и генетические типы созданных
ими полостей

A )  О б  р а зо в а н и е  полостей с щ е л я м и  (первичные полости, например 
газовые пузырьки, открытые каналы термальных вод и природных газов, 
жильные пустоты).

Б )  Д в и ж е н и е  масс (трещинные пещеры).
/. Тектоническое образование пещер: трещины, исходно открытые 

или трещины открытые впоследствии (тектоническим или нетектониче
ским путем).

2. Нетектоническое образование трещин.
3. Образование ложных пещер среди клатических блоков, на грани

це обломков и породы в коренном залегании, или путем покрытия овра
гов ложной кровлей.

B )  Д е н у д а ц и о н н ы е  п р о ц ессы  (изъезженные пустоты).
/. Абразия.
2. Эрозия: торцующая или вихревая поверхностная эрозия; подзем

ная эрозия, могущая вызывать путем смывания также и ложнокарстовые 
формы.

3. Дефляция.
Г )  В ы вет р и ва ни е :  инсоляция, вымораживание, биологическое или 

химическое выветривание.
Д )  П р о ц е с с ы ,  во с х о д я щ и е  и з  карстовой п о д о ш в ы  до  некарстовой  

к р о в л и .
Е )  П р о я в л е н и е  вн ут р е н н и х  с и л  нетектонического характера: вулка

нический выброс газа, землетрясение.


